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Our Vision

’In 2065, Cornwall’s environment
will be naturally diverse, beautiful
and healthy, supporting a thriving
society, prosperous economy and
abundance of wildlife.’
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Foreword: Our Shared Journey
Together, Cornwall Council and the Local Nature Partnership are
delighted to introduce Cornwall’s Environmental Growth Strategy.
This Strategy represents a unique collaboration between Cornwall
Council, our environmental and business partners and wider
stakeholders. It offers a ground-breaking approach to the way in
which Cornwall’s environment will be regarded and cared for in the
future.
This is the first time that Cornwall has
had an overarching strategy for the
environment. We continue to witness
the decline of nature in Cornwall as
climate change, population pressure
and modern day life impact on our
surroundings that have provided us
with vital natural resources through
history. Once common species have
become rare, and treasured landscapes
are changing. We are a part of Cornwall’s
environment and need our natural
systems to provide for us. We rely on
it to supply essentials such as food,
clean air and water and to underpin
the quality of our lives by supporting
health, recreation and fulfilment. It
also provides our economic base,
Cornwall’s brand is defined by our
location and unique environment; it has
provided the resources and provocation
for innovation that made Cornwall
globally renowned. Our environment
can still provide distinct economic
opportunities; therefore, we cannot
afford to preside over its continuing
demise. We need environmental growth
because protection has not proved to
be enough and we are committed to
leaving Cornwall in a better state than
we inherited it in.
Environmental growth will change our
thinking and practice; it will ensure
that nature can sustain and support
our communities and businesses in the
future. This Strategy has been developed

to inform and improve strategic
investment and decision making in
Cornwall and offers a framework for
stakeholders and partners to work more
effectively together. It also provides
long term structure to focus the ways
in which we can all act to increase
environmental, social and economic
prosperity in Cornwall.
The strategy marks the start of a long
journey; we look forward to you joining
us.

How has this Strategy
been developed?
This document has been developed
through collaboration between Cornwall
Council, the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly
Local Nature Partnership (CIoSLNP) and
Cornwall’s environmental stakeholders.
The LNP has had an important role
to create the strategic space for
this Strategy, helping to generate
collaboration during its creation
through advocacy and a partnership
approach. In producing this Strategy,
we have undertaken a process of
informal engagement activities and
formal consultation with a range of
stakeholders and businesses; what is
presented here is a synthesis of the
conversations and comments received.
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Edwina Hannaford,
Cornwall Council’s
Portfolio Holder
for Planning and
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Professor Kevin
Gaston, Co-Chair
Cornwall and Isles of
Scilly Local Nature
Partnership

Matthew Thomson,
Co-Chair Cornwall and
Isles of Scilly Local
Nature Partnership

Raglavar: Agan Viaj Kevrynnys
War-barth, pur lowen yw Konsel Kernow ha’n Keskowethyans Natur Leel dhe
gomendya Strateji Tevyans Kerghynedhek Kernow.
An Strateji ma a dhiskwa kesoberyans unnik yntra Konsel Kernow, agan keskowetha
gerghynnedh ha negys, ha kevrenogyon erel. Ev a brof gis ragresek a dhyghtya fatel
vydh kerghynnedh Kernow konsidrys ha gwithys y’n termyn a dheu.
Hemm yw an kynsa torn ma’s teves Kernow
strateji olldhalghus a-barth an kerghynnedh. Ni
a bes merkya an difyk a natur yn Kernow ha chanj
an hin, gwaskedh an poblans ha bewnans y’n
dedhyow arnowydh ow telenwel yn tregynnus
agan kerghynnow, re brovias dhyn asnodhow
gnasek essensek dres istori. Eghennow hag o
kemmyn seulabrys res eth ha bos ankemmyn,
hag yma tirwelyow drudh ow chanjya. Rann a
gerghynnedh Kernow on, hag yma edhomm dhyn
a’gan systemow naturek rag provia taklow dhyn. Ni
a fydh ynno dhe brovia traow essensek kepar ha
boos, ayr ha dowr glan, ha dhe vos selven kwalita
agan bewnans dre skoodhya yaghes, termyn syger
ha keweras. Ev a brov ynwedh agan sel erbysek
ha styrys yw tanverk Kernow der agan desedhans
ha kerghynnedh unnik: ev re brovias an asnodhow
ha kentryn rag nowydhyans a wre dhe Gernow
bos aswonys yn ollyvsel. Hwath y hyll agan
kerghynnedh provia chonsyow erbysek diblans;
rag henna ny yllyn affordya rewlya war y dhifyk a
bes. Yma edhomm dhyn a devyans kerghynedhek
drefen re brovas nag yw lowr an difresyans, hag
omres on dhe asa Kernow yn studh gwell es ynno
may’s heryas.

stratejek ha gwrians a erviransow yn Kernow ha
profya framweyth rag kevrenogyon ha keskowetha
dhe oberi moy effeythus war-barth. Ev a brov
ynwedh strethur hirdermyn rag fogella fordhow
ynna may hyllyn ni oll oberi dhe ynkressya an speda
kerghynedhek, socyal hag erbysek yn Kernow.
An strateji a verk dalleth viaj hir; ni a vir yn-rag
dh’agas omjunya genen.

Fatel dhisplegyas an
Strateji ma?
Re dhisplegyas an skrifen ma dre gesoberyans
yntra Konsel Kernow, Keskowethyans Natur Leel
Kernow ha Syllan ha kevrenogyon gerghynedhek
Kernow. An Keskowethyans Natur Leel re’n jeva
rann bosek dhe wruthyl an spas stratejek rag an
Strateji ma, ow kweres askorra kesoberyans dres
y wrians dre gennerth ha gis keskowethek. Der
askorra an Strateji ma, ni re dhallathas argerdh a
aktivitys junyans anfurvus ha kussulyans formel
gans diversita a gevrengoyon ha negysyow; an pyth
yw komendys omma yw synthesis a’n keskowsow
ha kampollow re dhegemeras.

Tevyans kerghynedhek a wra chanjya agan
prederow ha gwriansow; ev a wra surhe y hyll
natur sostena ha skoodhya agan kemenethow ha
negysyow y’n termyn a dheu. An Strateji ma re
beu displegys dhe ledya ha gwellhe kevarghow
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Cornwall’s Environmental
Growth Strategy
Summary
Vision

’In 2065, Cornwall’s environment will be
naturally diverse, beautiful and healthy,
supporting a thriving society, prosperous
economy and abundance of wildlife.’

Our foundation
A sustainable quality of life in
Cornwall is reliant upon a healthy
environment. By increasing
the quality and productivity of
our environment we will have
a stronger foundation to grow
our economy upon and make
Cornwall a better place to be.

Economy

Society

Environment

Definition of Environmental Growth
Environmental growth is the net gain of our natural systems - important because
protection is not enough.
Environmental growth will be achieved by:
' Securing our natural heritage and enhancing it through better management.
' Increasing our natural capital by increasing the size, number and
connectedness of areas where nature thrives.
' Designing existing activities and new developments to enhance and support
our natural systems.
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Ambitions and target outcomes
Experiencing Cornwall
' People are connected with Cornwall’s
nature and culture
' Cornwall is a happy, healthy place to be

Achieving
Environmental Growth

' Cornwall is well-managed,
resilient and supported by a
healthy, naturally functioning
environment

Achieve

' Nature in Cornwall is
abundant, diverse and well
connected

Experience

ENVIRONMENTAL
GROWTH
STRATEGY
Value

Understand

' Cornwall’s environment
provides the stability
for economic and social
prosperity

Understanding
Cornwall
' The specific characteristics
of Cornwall’s environment
are well understood in a
local and global context
' Cornwall has an
environmental
management system that
supports environmental
growth
' Cornwall’s environment
is highly valued and
appreciated by one and all

Valuing Cornwall
' Cornwall’s working structures and practises
support continued environmental growth
' Cornwall has an excellent environmental
skills base and is exporting its knowledge
worldwide

Looking forward
We have developed this Strategy on behalf of,
and for the benefit of, the whole of Cornwall. The
strategy aims to inform decision making within and
beyond Cornwall Council. We have endeavoured
to engage as widely as possibly to bring us to
this point, in the knowledge that this is just the
start of the journey and much more participation
is needed. Environmental growth will only be
achieved through the active contributions of our
strategic and delivery partners, and wider support
of other organisations, businesses and essentially
communities. This Strategy is intended to work
with the Local Plan, the Strategic Economic Plan
and the Health and Wellbeing Strategy to inform
investment, infrastructure and business decisions.

What can you do?
Every person who cares about Cornwall
has a role to play to deliver this 50 year
Strategy for Cornwall. To help create a
healthy and prosperous Cornwall, simply
we invite you to:
 Spend time outdoors (there are
significant physical and mental
wellbeing benefits).
 Learn about Cornwall’s unique
natural history and notice how our
environment is still changing.
 Support and create environmental
growth at every opportunity.
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Why we need
environmental growth?
What do we have?

Cornwall’s Environment:

Cornwall’s environment is globally renowned due
to its location, maritime and geological conditions.
With a unique history, Cornwall has outstanding
landscapes and growing conditions for a wide
range of plant life. Our present lives rely on the
systems that these unique characteristics create but
the future is uncertain. In this section we highlight
the evidence that is showing our environment
is not as healthy as we perceive it to be. We are
absolutely reliant on our environment for our health
and prosperity that is why environmental growth
is critical, to ensure Cornwall is to be a genuinely
sustainable place to live into the future.

Rich tapestry of the past and present
 724 km of coastline, with approximately 250km
designated as Heritage Coast
 The Cornwall & West Devon Mining Landscape
World Heritage Site is the largest in the UK
 37 registered parks and gardens
 480km of the South West Coast Path
 48,000 km of Cornish hedges

m
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 4,500 km of Public Rights of way
 167 Sites of Special Scientific Interest
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Trevarno Estate
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airports
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heduled
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 145 Conservation Areas exist to protect historic
character in towns and villages
 30% of Cornwall is within an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Cornwall
AONB covers 12 sites and the Tamar Valley
AONB covers parts of Cornwall and Devon.
 21 sites designated and protected by European
Directives that lie wholly or partly within
Cornwall
 1,340 Scheduled Monuments and 8 designated
wrecks
 4-5% tree cover with records of 116 ancient
trees and 1216 veteran trees exist for Cornwall.

 48 sites in National Trust ownership across
Cornwall including approximately 1/3 of the
coastline
 498 County Wildlife Sites in Cornwall covering
nearly 33,000 hectares
 More than 12,500 Listed Buildings
 Over 400 beaches, with 80 designated Bathing
Waters in 2016, 20% of the UK’s total.
 Agriculture utilises nearly 80% of the land,
however, only one area is graded as ‘Excellent’
agricultural land
 29 fishing harbours, 4 ports.
 9 Marine Conservation Zones
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Cornwall’s environment: our cultural foundation
Natural systems provide essential goods and
services for human life; terms such as natural
assets, natural capital and ecosystem services
are sometimes used to describe these. Some are
critical to physical health such as clean air and
water, others critical to wellbeing, such as learning
and relaxation. There are a wide range of products
that we gain from natural systems that improve
the quality of lives, such as timber, medicine and
textiles.

Cornwall’s cultural history was built upon the
exploitation of natural resources, through mining,
farming and fishing, which has permanently
changed the environment; these activities also
created the trading relationships, innovation and
unique social structures that now characterises
what is globally recognised as Cornish culture.

What does nature do for us?
Ecosystem Services
The economic output of

heritage tourism

in
the UK was worth £5.1billion in 2011

Over a year, one hectare of mature
woodland will absorb the carbon
emissions of 100 average family cars.

Tourism brings in £1.85 billion to the

Cornish economy annually which is 13% of
Cornwall’s GVA and 1 in 5 jobs

coast path

The
in
Cornwall was worth £175 million
to the local economy in 2011

climate
regulation

The UK’s wetlands are worth
£1.3billion in providing

clean drinking
water
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Agriculture, forestry & fishing support over

12,000 jobs in Cornwall
374 MW in total
capacity of renewable
energy in Cornwall

40% of

Wave Hub

the UK’s GDP
is from natural
environment

pest control

If every household in England
was provided with good access
to quality green space, an

£2.1 billion

estimated
in health care costs could be
saved

Surfing is

£35 million

of fish landed by UK
fishermen into Cornwall
in 2012

worth £153 million to
Cornwall’s economy

Insects pollinate over 80% of
crop species in Europe. In the
UK alone this pollinator service

£690million

is worth
each year

Crops contribute

£53 million to

Cornwall’s economy

Soft coasts provide over £3
billion worth of capital savings
in sea-defence costs in England
alone.

Sea angling in the South West

£165million

generates
of expenditure within the region
each year

A mature beech tree provides enough oxygen for

10 people each year
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Raw materials in
UK are worth over
£41billion

Waste site

Cornwall’s environment: An uncertain future
What are the challenges?

Waste site

Our natural systems have been under increasing pressure
over centuries, with some slow and some rapid impacts. The
cumulative effect has become clearer in recent decades, such that
we now know that the nature we experience now is much less
abundant and diverse than in the past.

Cornwall’s environmental challenges

28,000 houses at

risk from flooding or
coastal changes

4,888 hectares of
‘derelict’ land, 80%
being metalliferous
mining spoil heaps

6 areas

failing national air
quality standards

10Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
490

Political and economic

Approximately
Combined Sewer Overflows

change

37% of the Sites

of Scientific Interest
are not in favourable
conditions

4-5%

Only
woodland cover, much
less than the UK average.

Farm runoff

sea level

In 2009
at Newlyn had risen by
199mm from 1920 level

5%

Only
of Cornwall has
statutory protection for
conservation purposes

Japanese Knotweed
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81 Bathing Waters have the
following ratings in 2016:
Sufficient 2 Poor 0

Between 2009-2013

no river

Good 9

in Cornwall was classed as
having high water quality

Water quality

Excellent 69

23 significant
pollution
incidents in 2015

Integrating the development of

52,500 houses by 2030
There is no legal
requirement for
protection or good
management of
the semi -natural
habitats covered by
County Wildlife Sites.

360

Cornwall now has
species and 43 habitats on our
Biodiversity Action Plan lists
because of their rarity or rapid
decline

Short term land
management practice

impacts

Clearing debris

National & European environmental declines

75% of

ponds have
been lost in
last 150 years

Ancient
woodland has
halved since

60% of species have
declined in last 50 years

1930s

72% of butterfly species

have seen declining numbers
between 2001-2011

421
million birds
Decrease of

over 30 years in Europe

Hedgehog numbers have
fallen from 30 million in
1950 to 1 million today

97% of flower

Since 1930s we have lost
rich meadows and grassland

50% decline in

marine life populations
between 1970 and 2012

Pollinators (bees,

butterflies, moths) have notably
declined in diversity and
abundance since the 1950’s
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What is environmental growth?
Environmental growth is the step change needed
to put us back on a path to a sustainable future.
Our environment has been in serious decline over
many centuries. Sadly, the protection policies that
have been in place have only slowed the decline we need to do much more. We need to bring back
health and vitality to our land and seas; sharing
our spaces with other species and making sure our
activities are complimentary to the natural systems
we rely on.

Environmental growth will be delivered by many
people taking many different actions in different
contexts. To support delivery of this ambition we
are developing an Environmental Growth Toolkit
that includes information for some specific sectors,
using case studies and design tips to illustrate the
concept of environmental growth.

Environmental growth also offers distinct economic
opportunities to Cornwall, made possible by
a combination of our unique geography and
climate. Our changing environmental future, will
provide challenges but also many opportunities
for new activities and the revitalisation of existing
industries.

Principle of environmental
growth
Quality of life in Cornwall that is sustainable is
reliant upon a healthy environment. By increasing
the quality and productivity of our environment
we will have a stronger foundation to grow our
economy upon and make Cornwall a better place
to be.

“As our environment grows
our economy and society
grows too and prospers”

Economy

Society

Environment
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Definition
Environmental growth is the net gain of our natural systems important because protection is not enough.
Environmental growth will be achieved by:
' Securing our natural heritage and enhancing it through
better management.
' Increasing our natural capital by increasing the size,
number and connectedness of areas where nature thrives.
' Designing existing activities and new developments to
enhance and support our natural systems.
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Environmental growth in action

£

The economic benefits of
environmental growth

' Natural resources to boost new and
existing businesses
' A long term, stable economy
' The right conditions to attract and
retain investment

Slipway design to
reduce shading

' A healthier, happier, more productive
workforce
' Improved food and fuel security
' Strengthening of the Cornwall brand
' An attractive place to work and do
business

Gree

' Increased business resilience and
sustainability

Higher level
stewardship farms

' Reduced risk and operational costs

Lobster
hatchery
Upstream
thinking
Re-introductions
projects

Marram grass
planting
Pond
construction

Living
churchyards

Catchment
sensitive farming

Eco-moorings
Forest schools
No anchor zones
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The socal benefits of
environmental growth
' Plentiful and reliable local resources

Habitat
restoration

' Happier communities with improved
physical health and wellbeing

Gardens

' A safer society with reduced crime and
anti-social behaviour
' A healthier place to live with clean air
and water

Verge
maintenance
Controlling invasive
species projects

en roofs

' Resilient communities buffered from
weather extremes and disease
' Greater connection to our natural and
cultural heritage
' A strengthened sense of place
' An attractive place to live, work and
raise a family
' A better quality of life

Dark sky areas

Rain
gardens

Tree
planting
Eco schools

' Resources are replenished so there
is more food, fuel and medicines

Climate change
adaptation projects

Aqua
culture

The ecological benefits of
environmental growth

' Nature is revitalised so there is an
abundance of wildlife and green
spaces
' Natural regulation is restored so
that climate, hazards, disease and
pests remain within safe limits
' Food webs are rebuilt so that
people, plants and animals thrive
' Natural cycles are repaired to
improve air, water and soil quality
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How are we working
together locally?
Our ambitions are clear: we want
more people to be actively engaged
with the environment and acting to
achieve environmental growth. We
have a collective responsibility to take
action now, at home, in our businesses
and during our leisure time. The great
opportunity of this responsibility is that
it will provide immediate and long term
benefits for everyone.
We will be seeking to collaborate with many
different communities to deliver this Strategy to
create a more sustainable Cornwall. We recognise
this will take time and it is important to build upon
the existing positive actions being taken across
Cornwall by different sectors.

Strategic
Influence & Policy
Development

Strategic
partners

Residents and
visitors

Communicating
and Understanding
Environmental
Growth
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Delivering
Environmental
Growth through
Different Sectors
Local Councils,
community
organisations &
businesses

Environment
sector
partners

Environmental
Growth
Investment Plan

Examples of partnership working for environmental growth
 Bude Cleaner Seas

Cornwall Sustainability Awards

 CoaST - Reboot
 Cornwall Biodiversity Initiave
 Cornwall Seal Group
 Cornwall Sustainability Awards

Marine litter

 Cornwall Wildlife Trust Bright Green Futures
 Friends of Fowey Estuary
 Helford Marine Conservation Group
 Highways England A30 wild flower scheme
 Marine Liaison Group
 Marine Strandings Network
 National Trust

Operation Hedgehog

 Operation Hedgehog
 Parish Council Local Maintenance
Partnerships
 Surfers Against Sewage Marine litter
campaigns
 South West Water Upstream Thinking

 Tamar Valley and Cornwall AONB
Beach cleaning

 Tregothnan’s Tea, Trees and Bees
 University of Exeter and Cornwall Council
biodiversity and health project
 Penwith Landscape Partnership
 Cornwall and West Devon Mining
Landscape World Heritage Site
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Framing the Strategy
We have developed this Strategy on behalf of, and
for the benefit of, the whole of Cornwall. It is central
to the work of Cornwall Council’s Environment
Strategy Team in partnership with the Local Nature
Partnership, which has provided a strategic and
independent view of environmental issues in
Cornwall. This Strategy has been developed to
help inform decision making within and beyond
Cornwall Council; environmental growth will only
be possible through the active engagement of our
strategic and delivery partners, and the support of
wider organisations, businesses and communities.
There is a significant opportunity for the alignment
of the strategic partnerships in Cornwall to work
together to achieve environmental growth that is
not shared by other areas that have more complex
boundary arrangements. The Local Enterprise
Partnership, Health and Wellbeing Board, Cornwall
Executive Group, Inclusion Cornwall, Safer Cornwall
and Voluntary Sector Group are all essential
partners for our ambitions for Cornwall.
This Strategy covers Cornwall, including its inshore
waters, but does not include the Isles of Scilly
although their relevance is acknowledged.
Once adopted by Cornwall Council this Strategy
will sit within the suite of strategic documents
that shapes the direction of travel for Cornwall.
Although non-statutory, it will also become a
‘material consideration’ for planning matters. This
Strategy has been written to account for a range of
other key documents.

Cornish chough

It is importance to emphasise the role of
international agreements that provide for
positive management of natural systems.
Alongside EU Directives, UK nature
conservation policy and legislation are
influenced by Multi-lateral Environmental
Agreements (MEAs) or Conventions.
The UK is a contracting party to a number of
these including: the Ramsar Convention on
the protection of wetlands of international
importance; the World Heritage Convention
on the protection of sites of international
cultural or natural significance; CITES on
the regulation of wildlife trade; the Bern
Convention on the protection of species and
habitats of European importance; the Bonn
Convention on the protection of migratory
species; the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD); the Climate Change
Convention (United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change); the OSPAR
Convention on the protection of the marine
environment in the North-east Atlantic.
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Social ambitions
Time spent outdoors has a myriad of benefits
and can be an effective restorative setting for
individuals and communities. Environmental
growth is targeted at the creation of a
healthy environment, accessible to all, that
fundamentally supports health and
wellbeing of the whole population.
Creating communities and cultures
that are inclusive, safe and can be
actively supported by the quality of
the environment that is accessible to
communities.
Nature based services are going to
play an increasing role in delivering
public health ambitions, to ensure
people stay well at work and to

provide the delivery of health and wellbeing
services. Environmental growth will ensure our
outside spaces and wildlife can continue to
provide benefits to support our communities’
needs now and into the future.
Equally, outdoor education opportunities
are gaining popularity and recognition as
stimulating and active settings for
learning throughout life. Again,
environmental growth will ensure
the spaces are available to support
positive learning experiences.

Health and Wellbeing
Strategy
September 2012

Working Draft

By focusing environmental growth
on improving some of our most
deprived areas it will also help close
some of the gaps in equality in our
communities.

Cornwall & Isles of Scilly
Strategic Economic Plan

Executive Summary March

2014

Economic ambitions
Cornwall’s Strategic Economic Plan states:
“Our vision is a thriving and vibrant Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
economy, with greater local autonomy, benefiting from our vast
local assets and innovating our way into global markets: A unique
blend of ‘people and place’ where the environment is valued both
as a business asset and an inspiration for life: Where businesses
and individuals can work as communities and thrive to reach
their full potential; confident, outward looking, connected to
each other and to the world. A place where ideas are nurtured
and have the opportunity to flourish - the value of knowledge is
realised and applied with understanding: Home for competitive
aspiring businesses, a natural magnet for the ambitious and
creating sustainable rewards.”
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Environmental
ambitions
Our Vision:
’In 2065, Cornwall’s
environment will be
naturally diverse,
beautiful and healthy,
supporting a thriving
society, prosperous
economy and abundance
of wildlife.’

Timing the Strategy
- Why 2065?
Stewardship of Cornwall is a long term activity.
Those who have gone before us have made
decisions, some good some bad and now it is our
turn. This Strategy is focussed on taking action now
to secure Cornwall’s present and future by learning
from, and respecting, its past.
Cornwall’s environment needs time to recover
from past pressures and be strengthened in order
to face future challenges, such as climate change,
sea level rise, coastal change, pollution issues and
biodiversity losses. The need for long term solutions
requires prioritisation above and beyond political
cycles.
We must provide a secure, healthy, happy future for
our children’s children.

Developing the Strategy
The timeline to the right shows the stages of the
Strategy development.

Delivering the Strategy
This document provides the overarching framework
for environmental growth. To make our ambitions a
reality supporting documents are needed:
•

Environmental Growth Toolkit – a guide to how
to create environmental growth in different
sectors and circumstances.

•

Environmental Growth Implementation Plan – a
plan to show the strategic actions, management
changes and investments focus that required to
implement the Strategy.

Reviewing the Strategy
While the Strategy is designed to encourage us to
think over a long time scale we must take action
now. The supporting documents for this Strategy
document will be updated regularly and the
Strategy will be refreshed every five years. The
Strategy will be supported by a framework for
monitoring and evaluation; this is described at the
end of this document.

Strategy timeline
November
2014

Stakeholder
engagement begins

December
2014

Stakeholder workshop is
held for 100 delegates.

February
2015

Cornwall Council Policy
Advisory Committee reviews
the Strategy proposal

September
2015

Cornwall Council All Members
Briefing & Cornwall Council
Policy Advisory Committee
review the draft Strategy

October –
November
2015

Public Consultation

December
2015

Stakeholder responses and
meetings

January
2016

Cornwall Council Policy
Advisory Committee reviews
the proposed reframe
following the consultation

July
2016

LNP and Cornwall Council
Policy Advisory Committee.

September
2016

Cornwall Council adoption
and implementation

The future delivering
environmental growth
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What are our ambitions
and target outcomes?
We have four ambitions to strive towards through the decades until
2065, for which we have outlined 10 target outcomes. Under each
outcome we have detailed what is needed to achieve it to enable us to
focus our work together and over the generations.

Ambitions
Experiencing Cornwall: More
people have more positive and more
frequent experiences of Cornwall’s
environment

ENVIRONMENTAL
GROWTH
STRATEGY

Understand

Achieving
Environmental
Growth: More
people act to create
environmental
growth

Achieve

Experience

Value
Valuing Cornwall: More
people actively value Cornwall’s
environment throughout their lives
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Understanding
Cornwall: More
people understand
our environmental
challenges,
solutions and make
better decisions
for Cornwall’s
environment

Experiencing Cornwall
Our first ambition draws attention
to the every-day and extraordinary
experiences people have in, and with,
the environment and nature. For us to
achieve our ambition for environmental
growth it is essential that people enjoy
a close and reciprocal relationship with
their surroundings.

Rationale
New technologies and markets have made our lives
increasingly comfortable and affluent. At the same
time, nature is becoming more remote and our
contact with the natural world is diminishing. As
we become more detached we lose recognition of
our reliance on nature and its capacity to improve
the quality of our lives regardless of age, gender or
wealth. For many, there remains a natural inclination
to seek experiences outside to feel well, to relax
and for recreation. However, for some there is little
opportunity to experience the joy of the outdoors
and, increasingly, ‘nature deficit disorder’1 and the
‘extinction of experience’2 are identified as threats
to our individual and societal wellbeing.
1

Nature deficit disorder - the human cost of alienation
from nature measured in diminished use of the senses,
attention difficulties and higher rates of physical and
emotional illnesses.

2

Extinction of experience - The loss of connection with
nature which compromises health and cognitive benefits.

' Target outcome 1:
People are connected with Cornwall’s
nature and culture
For this we need:
a) Urban and rural landscapes that are designed to
support local access for communities to enjoy
and experience nature.
b) Improved accessibility to quality environmental
information to inform and educate personal and
collective behaviour in Cornwall.
c)

Innovative ways to communicate with a
wider audience to create the cultural and
behaviour change required to benefit Cornwall’s
environment.

d) Effective collaboration between the arts,
culture, heritage and natural environment
sectors to communicate the importance of
Cornwall’s environment.
e) Residents and visitors who share the personal
responsibility to care for the environment.
f)

Residents who are actively engaged in quality
‘citizen science’ initiatives and volunteering
schemes.

g) The importance of Cornwall’s environment is
embedded in lifelong learning.

Map of cultural events
throughout the year
www.cornwall365.org.uk

Map showcasing Cornwall’s
natural environment,
heritage and culture
www.cornwalluncovered.org

Cornwall postcard A5.indd 1
Cornwall postcard A5.indd 1

31/05/2016 16:35
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' Target outcome 2:
Cornwall is a happy, healthy place to be
For this we need:
a) An overall increase in the provision of goods
and services from natural systems.
b) Good quality housing that is carefully located,
planned, designed and constructed.
c)

Communities where homes and healthy
workplaces are connected by green
infrastructure to support healthy, active lives
and transportation.

Understanding Cornwall

d) Abundant and naturalised, high quality private
and public open space including gardens, parks,
beaches and woodland.

Our second ambition aims to improve the
understanding of Cornwall’s environment in
order to improve the goods and services nature
provides for us and promote environmental
growth through our decision making systems
at an organisational, community and personal
level.

e) Opportunity, ability, and access to outdoor
spaces for education, exercise and recreation.

Rationale

In order to safeguard and improve our
environmental assets we need to know about
Cornwall’s past, present and future. Currently,
g) Health risks and inequalities to be mitigated by although we have a large volume of data about
increasing connections to and the abundance
certain aspects of the environment, it is not as
of nature.
comprehensive, responsive and accessible as we
need it to be. We need to improve the scale and
h) Resilient communities who respond to, and
recover quickly from, environmental challenges. format of our information about our land and
seas to provide a confident assessment about the
i) Activities to create environmental growth which
present state of Cornwall’s environment and its
enhance health and wellbeing outcomes.
future prospects. Improved data and analysis will
provide the information required to generate more
options: increasingly the likelihood of positive
decisions for the environment.
f)

A health and social care system that includes
interventions and services based on nature.
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' Target outcome 3:
The specific characteristics of Cornwall’s
environment are well understood
within a local and global context

' Target outcome 4:
Cornwall has an environmental
management system that supports
environmental growth

For this we need:

For this we need:

a) Systematic, integrated and responsive
approaches to collecting robust local data for
Cornwall.

a) A high quality, user-friendly, accessible
management system to inform personal and
collective decisions that affect Cornwall’s
environment.

b) Effective data analysis to provide accessible,
useful information to understand the
characteristics of Cornwall’s heritage; its
terrestrial, atmospheric, marine and freshwater
systems; and the associated ecological and
cultural networks
c)

Empirical evidence to demonstrate the
outcomes of environmental management
interventions.

d) Collation of evidence to identify historic
biodiversity baselines in Cornwall.
e) Identification of the gaps in local knowledge
and understanding to help prioritise research
and data collection for Cornwall.
f)

Widening participation in the collection of data
and access to information through the active
involvement of Cornish communities.

g) Information to show Cornwall’s global
connections, our dependencies on global
environmental systems and the local effects of
globally generated environmental risks.
h) Information to support the delivery of local
sustainability to realise global value.
i)

Indicators to measure the present and future
pressures on Cornwall’s environment.

j)

Information to improve our understanding
of Cornwall’s place in the global economy,
focussing on opportunities to shorten supply
chains and develop a circular economy.

b) Maps and information at a variety of scales
to identify the environmental growth
opportunities across Cornwall.
c)

Dynamic management methods to inform
the planning, prioritisation and delivery of
public, private and community environmental
investments.

d) Information to identify the environmental
trends, risks and opportunities across Cornwall.
e) Information to improve our understanding of
the social, economic and environmental value
of Cornwall’s environmental assets.
f)

Information to monitor the goods and services
provided by Cornwall’s environment.

g) Information regarding cumulative impacts,
carrying capacity and optimum uses for
Cornwall’s land, atmosphere, fresh water and
sea.
h) Information to identify opportunities to work
with nature in Cornwall to cope with global
changes.
i)

Information for Cornish businesses regarding
their reliance on natural capital and relationship
to climate change.

j)

Supporting information which enables
investment in ‘ecosystem services’ in Cornwall.

Definition of Ecosystem Services:

“Ecosystem services are
the processes by which the
environment produces resources
utilised by humans such as clean
air, water, food and materials.”
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' Target outcome 5:
Cornwall’s environment is highly valued
and appreciated by one and all
For this we need:

Valuing Cornwall
Our third ambition aims to use the information
identified in our first and second ambitions
to influence the way we manage, value
and communicate Cornwall’s environment,
ensuring a collective responsibility to deliver
environmental growth through our existing
activities and new developments.

Rationale
We are intrinsically linked to our environment as
the foundation for our lives; however, for many
reasons, the awareness of this relationship has been
eroded. We need to restore our connection to the
land and the sea, to learn from the past to ensure
the environment is properly valued through all
of our every-day activities and by organisational
systems; to ensure decisions reflect the major and
cumulative impacts on Cornwall as a whole. Overall,
to respond to the increasing pressure on Cornwall’s
environment, we need a model that helps to
identify every opportunity to work collaboratively,
across sectors, to deal with these challenges with
one voice, in a cost-effective manner using a sound
evidence base. This third ambition provides the
framework to generate societal and economic
growth; by embedding the environment in
education, training and business practise we can
develop and expand a skilled workforce whose
expertise is in demand both within, and beyond,
Cornwall.

a) Increased awareness of the role of personal and
collective values in decision-making.
b) Environmental values placed at the heart of
decision-making.
c)

Information that supports the appreciation of
the monetary, economic, social and intrinsic
value of Cornwall’s environment.

d) A mechanism for evaluating the character,
significance and condition of Cornwall’s
environmental assets and landscapes.
e) An agreed definition of ‘Sustainable Cornwall’.
f)

A public engagement programme to widen
environmental awareness and catalyse delivery
of environmental growth.

g) Resources invested to promote positive
behaviours that support environmental growth.
h) Reward and recognition for organisations,
businesses, communities and individuals who
go the extra mile to deliver environmental
growth in Cornwall.
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' Target outcome 6:
Cornwall’s working structures
and practises support continued
environmental growth
For this we need:
a) Adoption of reflective practises to enable
continuous improvement of personal, collective
and organisational approaches to decision
making that impacts the environment.
b) Opportunities for environmental growth are
considered in strategic plans and businesses
cases across Cornwall.
c)

Dependable sources of finance, focussed on
investing in outcomes to deliver multiple
benefits.

d) Creation of new funding mechanisms and
markets, including incentives and income
streams to support long term environmental
management.
e) An environmental management system that
provides support for high quality, long and
short term decisions on Cornwall’s environment.
f)

Effective partnerships, dynamic businesses and
empowered communities are all working to
deliver environmental growth.

g) Opportunities for environmental growth
are maximised through existing regulation,
legislation and policy, including potential for
new designations.
h) Strong working links across and between
Cornwall’s research organisations and
practitioners.
i)

Opportunities to publicise, celebrate and
replicate best practise case studies

' Target outcome 7:
Cornwall has an excellent
environmental skills base and is
exporting its knowledge worldwide
For this we need:
a) An interconnected approach to environmental
skills development programmes in Cornwall.
b) Targeted skills programmes available for
individuals, organisations, professionals and
communities to improve our understanding of
Cornwall’s environment and our place within it.
c)

To utilise the environment as a topic, tool, and
setting for statutory education and life-long
learning.

d) A network of local, national and international
cross sector professionals; to share traditional
knowledge, contemporary understanding and
practical skills to create environmental growth.
e) A world class knowledge economy based on
creating environmental growth.
f)

To connect environmental growth opportunities
to economic sectors with high growth potential.
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Achieving Environmental
Growth
Building upon our first three ambitions, our final
ambition sets out the targets and conditions
required to achieve environmental growth in
Cornwall.

Rationale
Achieving our ambitions for environmental
growth will enable us to better manage our
natural heritage, increase our natural capital and
rebalance our natural systems. Environmental
decline has been accelerating; environmental
growth is required to reverse that decline, but
environmental growth requires sound business and
environmental practises to build upon. This section
highlights some specific areas of focus to support
environmental growth that cut across all sectors in
Cornwall.

' Target outcome 8:
Cornwall’s environment provides
stability for economic and social
prosperity
For this we need:
a) To clearly demonstrate and strengthen the role
of environmental quality in the ‘Cornwall brand’.
b) The development of a circular, low carbon
economy which maximises resource efficiency.
c)

Increased resource security; considering supply
and demand management for food, water and
energy.

d) Increased investment by businesses,
communities and philanthropists into the
appropriate management of environmental
assets to deliver public benefits.

e) Actions to increase natural capital to provide
environmental resilience and opportunities to
underpin a sustainable Cornish economy and
vibrant communities.
f)

Long term stewardship of non-renewable
natural capital in Cornwall.

' Target outcome 9:
Nature in Cornwall is abundant, diverse
and well connected
For this we need:
a) Protection and expansion of the existing, highquality, backbone of Cornwall’s designated
terrestrial and marine protected areas,
landscapes and heritage.
b) Environmental Growth Areas to ensure the
geographical coverage, quality and adaptive
capacity of Cornwall’s ecological networks.
c)

An increase in the abundance and distribution
of Cornwall’s priority habitats and species .

d) An increase in Cornwall’s commonplace wildlife
across our urban, rural, inland and maritime
areas.
e) Naturalised river systems and coastal processes,
with healthy connections between terrestrial
and maritime systems.
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' Target outcome 10:
Cornwall is well-managed, resilient
and supported by a healthy, naturallyfunctioning environment
For this we need:
a) Regulatory systems that are clear, fair, focused
on delivering outcomes and enable innovation
and best practise.
b) Consistent compliance with legislative and
statutory duties by organisations across all
sectors.
c)

Reduced intervention and management of
natural systems in Cornwall by working with
nature.

d) Restoration of species diversity and abundance
across Cornwall leading to more natural food
chains.
e) Effective control of invasive species which
threaten Cornwall’s wildlife.
f)

Reduction in all forms of pollution including
litter, noise and light, to our water, air and soil.

g) Integrated catchment and coastal
management, accounting for landscape scale
impacts and opportunities.

Achieving Environmental Growth
Growing from an Outstanding Foundation
Across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly we are
fortunate to have three Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, the whole of the Isles of Scilly,
the Cornwall AONB and the Tamar Valley AONB.
As well as the substantive area of the UNESCO
Devon and Cornwall Mining Landscapes World
Heritage Site. These world class designated
landscapes each have a Management Plan that
sets out policy and action aimed at achieving
environmental growth. We also have 167
Sites of Special Scientific Interest, 12 Special
Areas of Conservation and 1,340 Scheduled
Monuments and nine Marine Conservation
Zones.
The designated landscapes and sites are
vital to the success of this Strategy, giving us
an ecological and cultural network to grow
from and helping us to test ideas and new
approaches. The designations of these sites
provide them with a high level of protection
in terms of Planning, recognising the
conservation and enhancement of their special
qualities is essential. The potential for these
areas to also deliver environmental growth is a
crucial opportunity and this Strategy seeks to
provide additional strength to the value these
areas are ascribed in decision making.
It is essential that we view these areas as both
outstanding for their special features but
also as a guide for our environmental quality
in other areas. Ideally we would have more
outstanding landscapes, biodiversity sites and
heritage features to be recognised as nationally
and internationally important in future.
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How are we targeting our success?
Applying international standards locally
For this Strategy to play its part in a
sustainable future for Cornwall we
must ensure we are thinking globally
while acting locally. The UN Sustainable
Development Goals provide us with an
internationally agreed and comprehensive
reflection of how sustainable
development is achieved. Environmental
growth makes positive contribution

to all of the Sustainable Development
Goals, with some being directly linked
together. This framework, along with
the Nine Planetary Boundaries, Paris
Agreement on Climate Change and Aichi
Biodiversity Targets provide an additional
layer of international justification for this
ambitious Strategy for Cornwall.

Influences on strategy content
International

Local

' Aichi Global Biodiversity Targets

' Cornwall Council’s
Sustainable Cornwall

' UN Sustainable Development Goals
' Paris Agreement on Climate Change
' 9 Planetary Boundaries
' EU Water Framework Directive
' the EU Birds and Habitats Directives
and the EU Marine Strategy
Framework Directive
' EU Waste Framework Directive

' Culture and Heritage White papers
' Maritime Strategy
' Air Quality Strategy
' Access, Waste & Economic Strategies
' Local Transport Plan
' Biodiversity Supplementary
Planning Document
' Local Plan
' Shoreline Management Plan
' Flood Risk Management Plan

National
' Natural Environment White Paper

' Cornwall and Tamar AONB
Management Plans

' Natural Capital Committee

' Green Infrastructure

' Biodiversity 2020

' World Heritage Site

' Heritage 2020

' Biodiversity Action Plans

' Ecosystem Markets Task Force

' South West River Basin
Management Plan

' National Ecosystems Assessment
' Defra 25 year Environmental Plan
' Pollinator Strategy
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How Cornwall is leading, contributing and
supporting the UN Sustainable Develpoment Goals

Lead:

Cornwall’s environment
is the key driver
for achievement of
these Sustainable
Development Goals

Contribute:

Cornwall’s environment can make a major contribution to
achievement of these Sustainable Development Goals

Support:
Cornwall’s environment will
support the achievement
of these Sustainable
Development Goals
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The Stockholm Institutes Nine Planetary Boundaries
To sustain human life on Earth in its present
form, there are certain environmental conditions
that need to be maintained. It has been assessed
that there are nine critical boundaries.

Cornwall has a role in maintaining these global
boundaries and will be profoundly changed
if or when they are exceeded. Environmental
growth in Cornwall is a positive contribution to
remaining within these boundaries.
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Paris Agreement on
Climate Change
At the 2015 Paris climate conference
(COP21), 195 countries adopted the first-ever
universal, legally binding global climate deal.
The agreement sets out a global action plan
to put the world on track to avoid dangerous
climate change by limiting global warming to
well below 2°C.
The agreement is due to enter into force in
2020, the outcomes the Governments agreed
are:
•

a long-term goal of keeping the increase
in global average temperature to well
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels;

•

to aim to limit the increase to 1.5°C, since
this would significantly reduce risks and
the impacts of climate change;

•

on the need for global emissions to peak
as soon as possible, recognising that this
will take longer for developing countries;

•

to undertake rapid reductions thereafter
in accordance with the best available
science.

This Strategy supports work already
underway mitigate climate change in
Cornwall, proposing we do more, such as
supporting increasing the use of renewable
energy and the development of a circular
economy. Importantly, it sets out ambitions
for our adaptation too. Environmental
growth will give us the best opportunity to
adapt to climate change, minimising harmful
impacts and maximising the opportunities.

Aichi Targets for Biodiversity
Biological diversity
underpins
ecosystem function
and the provision of
ecosystem services
that are essential to
human well-being.
It provides for food
security, human
health, the provision of clean air and water; it
contributes to local livelihoods, and economic
development. The conclusions of the third
edition of the Global Biodiversity Outlook
(published in 2010) provided the foundation
for the publication for the Aichi Targets, to
deliver the vision that:

“By 2050, biodiversity is valued,
conserved, restored and wisely used,
maintaining ecosystem services,
sustaining a healthy planet and
delivering benefits essential for all
people.”
The Aichi Targets are a framework that can be
used by nations and regions, to benchmark
progress against 5 Strategic Goals that seek
to reduce the pressure on biodiversity, to
enhance its recovery and the benefits that can
be derived from this.
In Cornwall we have assessed ourselves
against the Aichi Targets to benchmark our
activities globally. This assessment has been
published with the Strategy and will inform
the delivery of the Strategy through the
Implementation and Action Plan.
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Our monitoring and
evaluation framework
While being aware of international frameworks this
Strategy has clear ambitions which we will measure
our success against locally. In this section we set
out the indicators we believe will give us the best
indication of success. We will be focusing on the
following areas to appraise the Strategy’s impact:
Engagement

•

Actions

•

Economic, social and environmental impacts

This framework requires a new approach to
monitoring activity beyond data and analysis that
is already available. Therefore, the Strategy will be
building intelligence frameworks and setting long
term targets once adopted, using collaborative
methods.

Baseline
figures for the
indicators will
be established
during
2017/18

To monitor our ambitions we will be developing
public facing questions which will provide us with
a baseline the 2017/18. We will survey residents,
visitors and stakeholders regularly to monitor the
engagement with environmental growth.

Our ambitions
Experiencing Cornwall: More people have
more positive and more frequent experiences
of Cornwall’s environment

•

2016/17
Baseline

Assessing engagement

Short
Medium Long
term
term
term
2017
2023
2030
2023
2030
2065
These will be set in 2017/18
following baselining work.

Understanding Cornwall: More people
understand our environmental challenges
and solutions and make better decisions for
Cornwall’s environment
Valuing Cornwall: More people actively value
Cornwall’s environment throughout their lives
Achieving Environmental Growth: More
people act to create environmental growth

Assessing our actions
We will also monitor the action taken to implement
the Strategy directly by recording the following
each year:
1. Number of specific environmental growth
projects in progress
2. Number of projects with environmental
outcomes included
3. Direct investment in environmental growth

Assessing our impact
This Strategy will only be successful if it catalyses
the ‘net gain in the function of natural systems’
that we have used to define environmental
growth. Therefore, a real change in the quality of
environment is what we are striving for. Evaluating
our success will therefore be done looking at
environmental outcomes over the lifetime of the
Strategy.
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Environmental Impacts

Economic impacts

Social Impacts

Environmental Growth Indicators
Target Outcome

Target

1d

Number of cultural experiences communicating environment
value
Events related to the environment/ environmental messages

1g &2d

Number of children having regular experiences of nature

2e

Number of practitioners providing natural health interventions

1a

Increase in accessible rights of way and open access spaces

8a

Businesses using environmental images in marketing material

8b

Number of circular economy projects/ number of businesses

8b

Kg waste per household/recycling rate

8b & c

Communities benefiting from locally produced energy

8b & c

Reduction in Cornwall’s carbon emissions

8c

Number of local food producers selling produce in Cornwall

8e

Communities with resilience (flood, coastal, drought, climate
change adaptation) plans in place

9a & b

Increase in the size and number of protected areas (terrestrial
and marine)

9a

Increase in heritage assets in positive management

9c

Increase of tree cover

9c

Increase in length of hedgerows

10b,c,e

Decrease in soil loss

9d & 10c

Increase in farmland birds

10a & e

Reduction in number of pollution incidents:

10b & f

Increase in catchments with natural management interventions

10b & f

Sustainable coastal management - Coastal zones with ‘managed
realignment schemes’ being progressed

10b & f

Number of marine strandings (and/or entanglements) of
seabirds, cetaceans and seals

10b & f

Volume/weight of marine litter collected from beaches
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How can we take action?
Every person who cares about Cornwall
has a role to play to delivering this
Strategy that takes a 50 year view of
Cornwall. To help create a healthy and
prosperous Cornwall, simply we invite you
to;
' Spend time outdoors (there are significant
physical and mental wellbeing benefits);

There are also some actions specific groups
can take
 MP’s and Councillors – supporting
environmental growth through your decision
making role.
 Business owners – supporting environmental
growth in your supply chain, in your products
and services and with your customers.

' Learn about Cornwall’s unique natural history
and notice how our environment is still
changing ;

 Property owners and developers - retrofitting
environmental enhancements or ensuring all
your developments design in environmental
growth.

' Always support and create environmental
growth at every opportunity.

 Community leaders – developing
environmental growth projects in your area.
 Families – seeking out opportunities for
outdoor education, outdoor exercise, growing
food at home, and learning about nature with
your family group.

“I’m stewarding
Cornwall for future
generations”

 Children – enjoying and loving wildlife, being
outside, getting active and telling adults how
much you love it!

Next steps for the Strategy
We are developing the Environmental Growth
Toolkit and preparing our Implementation Plan.
Alongside this we will start measuring our activities
and progress towards our Ambitions.
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Nature does a lot for us….
do what you can for nature….

More information
If you would like more information on Cornwall’s
Environmental Growth Strategy please visit
www.cornwall.gov.uk/environmentalgrowth

Thanks to our partners
We would like to thank all of the organisations and individuals
who participated in the development of the Strategy and to
those who are committed to delivering Environmental Growth
in Cornwall.
We would like to invite endorsements for this strategy from
stakeholders and partner organisations for the final version.
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Cornwall Council, County Hall, Treyew Road,
Truro TR1 3AY
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